Abstract-Boosting is a method for learning a single accurate predictor by linearly combining a set of less accurate weak learners. Recently, structured learning has found many applications in computer vision. Thus far it has not been clear how one can train a boosting model that is directly optimized for predicting multivariate or structured outputs. To bridge this gap, inspired by structured support vector machines (SSVM), here we propose a boosting algorithm for structured output prediction, which we refer to as StructBoost. StructBoost supports nonlinear structured learning by combining a set of weak structured learners. As SSVM generalizes SVM, our StructBoost generalizes standard boosting approaches such as AdaBoost, or LPBoost to structured learning. The resulting optimization problem of StructBoost is more challenging than SSVM in the sense that it may involve exponentially many variables and constraints. In contrast, for SSVM one usually has an exponential number of constraints and a cutting-plane method is used. In order to efficiently solve StructBoost, we formulate an equivalent 1-slack formulation and solve it using a combination of cutting planes and column generation. We show the versatility and usefulness of StructBoost on a range of problems such as optimizing the tree loss for hierarchical multi-class classification, optimizing the Pascal overlap criterion for robust visual tracking and learning conditional random field parameters for image segmentation.
INTRODUCTION
Structured learning has attracted considerable attention in machine learning and computer vision in recent years (see, for example [1] - [4] ). Conventional supervised learning problems, such as classification and regression, aim to learn a function that predicts the best value for a response variable y ∈ R for an input vector x ∈ R d on the basis of a set of example input-output pairs. In many applications, however, the outputs are often complex and cannot be well represented by a single scalar because the classes may have inter-class dependencies, or the most appropriate outputs are objects (vectors, sequences, trees, etc.). Such problems are referred to as structured output prediction. Structured support vector machines (SSVM) [4] generalize the multi-class SVM of [5] and [6] to the much broader problem of predicting interdependent and structured outputs. SSVM uses discriminant functions that take advantage of the dependencies and structure of outputs. In SSVM, the general form of the learned discriminant function is F (x, y; w) : X × Y → R over input-output pairs and the prediction is achieved by maximizing F (x, y; w) over all possible y ∈ Y. Note that to introduce non-linearity, the discriminant function can be defined by an implicit feature mapping function that is only accessible as a particular inner product in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space. This is the so-called kernel trick.
On the other hand, boosting algorithms linearly combine a set of moderately accurate weak learners to form a nonlinear strong predictor, whose prediction performance is usually highly accurate. Recently, Shen and Hao [7] proposed a direct formulation for multi-class boosting using the loss functions of multi-class SVMs [5] , [6] . Inspired by the general boosting framework of [8] , they implemented multi-class boosting using column generation. Here we go further by generalizing multi-class boosting of Shen and Hao to broad structured output prediction problems. StructBoost thus enables nonlinear structured learning by combining a set of weak structured learners.
The effectiveness of SSVM has been limited by the fact that only the linear kernel is typically used. This limitation arises largely as a result of the computational expense of training and applying kernelized SSVMs. Nonlinear kernels often deliver improved prediction accuracy over that of linear kernels, but at the cost of significantly higher memory requirements and computation time. This is particularly the case when the training size is large, because the number of support vectors is linearly proportional to the size of training data [9] . Boosting, however, learns models which are much faster to evaluate. Boosting can also select relevant features during the course of learning by using particular weak learners such as decision stumps or decision trees, while almost all nonlinear kernels are defined on the entire feature space. It thus remains difficult (if not impossible) to see how kernel methods can select/learn explicit features. For boosting, the learning procedure also selects or induces relevant features. The final model learned by boosting methods are thus typically significantly simpler and computationally cheaper. In this sense, the proposed StructBoost possess the advantages of both nonlinear SSVM and boosting methods.
Main contributions
The main contributions of this work are three-fold.
1. StructBoost is the first practical boosting method that combines a set of weak structured learners for predicting a broad range of structured outputs. We also discuss special cases of this general structured learning framework, including multi-class classification, ordinal regression, optimization of complex measures such as the Pascal image overlap criterion and conditional random field (CRF) parameters learning for image segmentation. 2. To implement StructBoost, we adapt the efficient cutting-plane method-originally designed for efficient linear SVM training [10] -for our purpose. We equivalently reformulate the m-slack optimization to 1-slack optimization. 3. We apply the proposed StructBoost to a range of computer vision problems and show that StructBoost can indeed achieve state-of-the-art performance in some of the key problems int he field.
In particular, we demonstrate a state-of-the-art object tracker trained by StructBoost. We also demonstrate an application for CRF and super-pixel based image segmentation, use StructBoost together with graph cuts for CRF parameter learning.
Since StructBoost builds upon the fully corrective boosting of Shen and Li [8] , it inherits the desirable properties of column generation based boosting, such as a fast convergence rate and clear explanations from the primal-dual convex optimization perspective.
Related work
The two state-of-the-art structured learning methods are CRF [11] and SSVM [4] , which captures the interdependency among output variables. Note that CRFs formulate global training for structured prediction as a convex optimization problem. SSVM also follows this path but employs a different loss function (hinge loss) and optimization methods. Our StructBoost is directly inspired by SSVM. StructBoost can be seen as an extension of boosting methods to structured prediction. It therefore builds upon the column generation approach to boosting from [8] and the direct formulation for multi-class boosting from [7] . Indeed, we show that the multi-class boosting of [7] is a special case of the general framework presented here. CRF and SSVM have been applied to various problems in machine learning and computer vision mainly because the learned models can easily integrate prior knowledge given a problem of interest. For example, the linear chain CRF has been widely used in natural language processing [11] , [12] . SSVM takes the context into account using the joint feature maps over the input-output pairs, where features can be represented equivalently as in CRF [10] . CRF is particularly of interest in computer vision for its success in semantic image segmentation [13] . A critical issue of semantic image segmentation is to integrate local and global features for the prediction of local pixel/segment labels. Semantical segmentation is achieved by exploiting the class information with a CRF model. SSVM can also be used for similar purposes as demonstrated in [14] . Blaschko and Lampert [3] trained SSVM models to predict the bounding box of objects in a given image, by optimizing the Pascal bounding box overlap score. The work in [1] introduced structured learning to real-time object detection and tracking, which also optimizes the Pascal box overlap score. SSVM has also been used to learn statistics that capture the spatial arrangements of various object classes in images [15] . The trained model can then simultaneously predict a structured labeling of the entire image. Based on the idea of large-margin learning in SSVM, Szummer et al. [16] learned optimal parameters of a CRF, avoiding tedious cross validation. The survey of [2] provided a comprehensive review of structured learning and its application in computer vision. Next we review some boosting attempts to structured prediction.
There are a few structured boosting methods in the literature. As we discuss here, none of these is as general and practical as that which we propose here. Ratliff et al. [17] proposed a boosting-based approach for imitation learning based on structured prediction, called maximum margin planning (MMP). In the MMPBoost of [17] , a demonstrated policy is provided as example behavior for training and the problem is to learn a function over features of the environment that produce policies with similar behavior. Although MMPBoost is structured learning in that the output is a vector, it differs from ours fundamentally. First, MMPBoost is heuristic because the optimization procedure is not directly defined on the joint function F (x, y; w). Second, MMPBoost is based on gradient descent boosting [18] , and StructBoost is built upon fully corrective boosting of Shen and Li [8] . Most importantly, MMPBoost is specifically designed for the planning problem in robotics. It remains unclear how MMPBoost can be extended to other general structured learning problems.
Parker [19] developed a margin-based structured perceptron update and showed that it can incorporate general notions of misclassification cost as well as kernels. Although it is called structured boosting, Parker assumed that the dictionary (weak learners) are known a priori, and the only variable to optimize is the coefficient w. No weak learner training is involved. Therefore the method in [19] is essentially an online version of SSVM. Wang et al. [20] learned a local predictor using standard methods, e.g., SVM, but then achieved improved structured classification by exploiting the influence of misclassified components after structured prediction, and iteratively re-training the local predictor. Again, this approach is heuristic and it is more like a post-processing procedure-it does not directly optimize the structured learning objective.
Notation
A bold lower-case letter (u, v) denotes a column vector. An element-wise inequality between two vectors or matrices such as u ≥ v means u i ≥ v i for all i. Let x be an input; y be an output and the input-output pair be (x, y) ∈ X × Y, with X ⊂ R d . Unlike classification (Y = {1, 2, . . . , k}) or regression (Y = R) problems, we are interested in the case where elements of Y are structured variables such as vectors, strings, or graphs. Recall that the proposed StructBoost is a structured boosting method, which combines a set of weak structured learners (or weak compatibility functions). We denote by H the set of weak structured learners. Note that H is typically very large, or even infinite. Each weak structured learner: ψ(·, ·) ∈ H, is a function that maps an input-output pair (x, y) to a scalar value which measures the compatibility of the input and output. We define column vector Ψ(x, y) = [ψ 1 (x, y), · · · , ψ n (x, y)] to be the outputs of all weak structured learners. Thus Ψ(x, y) plays the same sole as the joint mapping vector in SSVM, which relates input x and output y. The form of a weak structured learner is task-dependent. We show some examples of ψ(·, ·) in Section 3. The discriminant function that we aim to learn is F : X × Y → R, which measures the compatibility over input-output pairs. It has the form of
with w ≥ 0. As in other structured learning models, the process for predicting a structured output (or inference) is to find an output y that maximizes the joint compatibility function:
We denote by 1 a column vector of all 1's, whose dimension shall be clear from the context. We describe the StructBoost approach in Section 6.1, including how to efficiently solve the resulting optimization problem. We then highlight applications in various domains in Section 3. Experimental results are shown in Section 4 and we conclude the paper in the last section.
STRUCTURED BOOSTING
We first introduce the general structured boosting framework, and then apply it to a range of specific problems: classification, ordinal regression, optimizing special criteria such as area under the ROC curve and the Pascal image area overlap ratio, and learning CRF parameters.
To measure the accuracy of prediction we use a loss function, and as is the case with SSVM, we accept arbitrary loss functions ∆ : Y × Y → R. ∆(y, y ) calculates the loss associated with a prediction y against the true label value y. Note that in general we assume that ∆(y, y) = 0, ∆(y, y ) > 0 for any y = y and the loss is upper bounded.
The formulation of StructBoost can be written as (m-slack primal):
Here we have used the 1 norm as the regularization function to control the complexity of the learned model. To simplify the notation, we introduce
and,
then the constraints in (35) can be re-written as:
There are two major obstacles to solve problem (35) . First, as in conventional boosting, because the set of weak structured learners ψ(·, ·) can be exponentially large or even infinite, the dimension of w can be exponentially large or infinite. Thus, in general, we are not able to directly solve for w. Second, as in SSVM, the number of constraints (35b) can be extremely or infinitely large. For example, in the case of multi-label or multi-class classification, the label y can be represented as a binary vector (or string) and clearly the possible number of y such that y is exponential in the length of the vector, which is 2 |Y| . In other words, problem (35) can have an extremely or infinitely large number of variables and constraints. This is significantly more challenging than solving standard boosting or SSVM in terms of optimization. In standard boosting, one has a large number of variables while in SSVM, one has a large number of constraints.
For the moment, let us put aside the difficulty of the large number of constraints, and focus on how to iteratively solve for w using column generation as in boosting methods [8] , [21] , [22] . We derive the Lagrange dual of the optimization of (35) as:
Here µ are the Lagrange dual variables (Lagrange multipliers). We denote by µ (i,y) the dual variable associated with the margin constraints (35b) for label y and training pair (x i , y i ).
The idea of column generation is to split the original primal problem in (35) into two problems: a master problem and a subproblem. The master problem is the original problem with only a subset of variables (or constraints for the dual form) being considered. The subproblem is to add new variables (or constraints for the dual form) into the master problem. With the primal-dual pair of (35) and (37) and following the general framework of column generation based boosting [8] , [21] , [22] , we can obtain our StructBoost as follows: Iterate the following two steps until converge : 1) Solve the following subproblem, which generates the best weak structured learner by finding the most violated constraint in the dual:
2) Add the selected structured weak learner ψ (·, ·) into the master problem (either the primal form or the dual form) and re-solve for the primal solution w and dual solution µ.
The stopping criterion can be that no violated weak learner can be found. Formally, for the selected ψ (·, ·) with (7) and a preset precision cg > 0, if the following relation holds:
we terminate the iteration. Algorithm 1 presents the details of column generation for StructBoost. This approach, however, may not be practical because it is very expensive to solve the master problem (the reduced problem of (35)) at each column generation (boosting iteration), which still can have extremely many constraints due to the set of {y ∈ Y}. The direct formulation for multi-class boosting in [7] can be seen as a specific instance of this approach, which is in general very slow. We therefore propose to employ the 1-slack formulation for efficient optimization, which is described in the next section.
1-slack formulation for fast optimization
Inspired by the cutting-plane method for fast training of linear SVM [10] and SSVM [23] , we rewrite the above problem into an equivalent "1-slack" form so that the efficient cutting-plane method can be employed to solve the optimization problem (35) :
The following theorem shows the equivalence of problems (35) and (38) . Theorem 2.1. A solution of problem (38) is also a solution of problem (35) and vice versa. The connections are: w (38) = w (35) and ξ (38) = 1 m 1 ξ (35) . Proof: This proof adapts the proof in [10] . Given a fixed w, the only variable ξ (35) in (35) (7) or (11). 5: − Call Algorithm 2 to obtain w and µ. 7: Until either (8) is met or the maximum number of iterations is reached. 8: Output: the discriminant function F (x, y; w) = w Ψ(x, y).
For (38) , the optimal ξ (38) given a w can be computed as:
Note that c ∈ {0, 1} m in the above equalities. Clearly the objective functions of both problems coincide for any fixed w and the optimal ξ (35) and ξ (38) .
As demonstrated in [10] and SSVM [23] , cutting-plane methods can be used to solve the 1-slack primal problem (38) efficiently. This 1-slack formulation has been used to train linear SVM in linear time. When solving for w, (38) is similar to 1 -norm regularized SVM-except the extra non-negativeness constraint on w in our case.
In order to utilize column generation for designing boosting methods, we need to derive the Lagrange dual of the 1-slack primal optimization problem, which can be written as follows:
Here c enumerates all possible c ∈ {0, 1} m . We denote by λ (c,y) the Lagrange dual variable (Lagrange multiplier) associated with the inequality constraint in (9b) for c ∈ {0, 1} m and label y. The subproblem to find the most violated constraint in the dual form for generating weak structured learners is:
We have changed the order of summation in order to have a similar form as in the m-slack case. 
6: − For i = 1, . . . , m 7:
8:
End for 10:
11: − Update µ (i,y) = c λ (c,y) c i for ∀i = 1, . . . , m; ∀y ∈ Y\y i . 12: Output: w and µ.
Cutting-plane optimization for the 1-slack primal
Despite the extra nonnegative-ness constraint w ≥ 0 in our case, it is straightforward to apply the cutting-plane method in [10] for solving our problem (38) . The cuttingplane algorithm for StructBoost is presented in Algorithm 2. A key step in Algorithm 2 is to solve the maximization for finding an output y that corresponds to the most violated constraint for every x i (inference step):
The above maximization problem takes a similar form as the output prediction problem in (2). They only differ in the loss term ∆(y i , y). Typically these two problems can be solved using the same strategy. This inference step usually dominates the running time for a few applications, e.g., in the application of image segmentation. In the experiment section, we empirically show that solving (38) using cutting planes can be significantly faster than solving (35) . Here improved cutting-plane methods such as [24] can also be adapted to solve our optimization problem at each column generation boosting iteration. In terms of implementating the cutting-plane algorithm, as mentioned in SSVM [23] , a variety of design decisions can have substantial influence on the practical efficiency of the algorithm. We have considered some of these design decisions in our implementation. In our case, we need to call the cutting-plane optimization at each column generation iteration. Consideration of warm-start initization between two consecutive column generations can considerly speed up the training. We re-use the working set in the cutting-plane algorithm from previous column generation iterations. Finding a new weak learner in (11) is based on the dual solution µ. We need to ensure that the solution of cutting-plane is able to reach a sufficient precision, such that the generated weak learner is able to "make progress". Thus, we can adapt the stopping criterion parameter cp (Line 10 of Algorithm 2) according to the cutting-plane precision in the last column generation iteration.
Discussion
Let us have a close look at the StructBoost algorithm in Algorithm 1. We can see that the training loop in Algorithm 1 is almost identical to other fully-corrective boosting methods (e.g., LPBoost [21] and Shen and Li [8] ). Line 4 finds the most violated constraint in the dual form and add a new weak structured learner to the master problem. The dual solution µ (i,y) defined in (11) plays the role as the example weight associated to each training example in conventional boosting method such as AdaBoost and LPBoost [21] . Then Line 5 solves the master problem, which is the reduced problem of (35) . Here we can see that, the cutting-plane in Algorithm 2 only serves as a solver for solving the master problem in Line 5 of Algorithm 1. This makes our StructBoost framework flexible-we are able to replace the cutting-plane optimization by other optimization methods. For example, the bundle methods in [25] may further speed up the computation.
For the convergence properties of the cutting-plane algorithm in Algorithm 2, readers may refer to [10] and [23] for details.
Our column generation algorithm in Algorithm 1 is a constraint generation algorithm for the dual problem in (37) . We can adapt the analysis of the standard constraint generation algorithm for Algorithm 1. In general, for gemeral column generation methods, the global convergnce can be established but it remains unclear about the convergence rate if no particular assumptions are made.
EXAMPLES OF STRUCTBOOST
We consider a few applications of the proposed general structured boosting in this section, namely binary classification, ordinal regression, multi-class classification, optimization of Pascal overlap score, and CRF parameter learning. We show the particular setup for the different applications.
Binary classification
As the simplest example, the LPBoost of [21] for binary classification can be recoverd as follows. The label set is Y = {+1, −1}; and Ψ(x, y) = 1 2 yΦ(x). The label cost can be a simple constant; for exmaple, ∆(y, y ) = 1 for y = y and 0 for y = y . Here we have introduced a column vector Φ(x) :
which is the outputs of all weak classifiers ϕ 1 (·), · · · , ϕ n (x) on example x. The output of a weak classifier, e.g., a decision stump or tree, usually is a binary value: ϕ(·) ∈ {+1, −1}. In kernel methods, this feature mapping Φ(·) is only known through the so-called kernel trick.
Here we explicitly learn this feature mapping. Note that if Φ(x) = x, we have the standard linear SVM.
Ordinal regression and AUC optimization
In ordinal regression, labels of the training data are ranks. Let us assume that the label y ∈ R indicates an ordinal scale, and pairs (i, j) in the set S has the relationship of example i being ranked higher than j, i.e., y i y j . The primal can be written as min w≥0,ξ≥0
Here Φ(·) is defined in (13) . Note that (14) also optimizes the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) criterion. As pointed out in [26] , (14) is an instance of multiclass classification problem. We discuss the multiclass classification problem in our framework shortly.
In general, The number of constraints is quadratic in the number of training examples. Directly solving (14) can only solve problems with up to a few thousand training examples. We can reformulate (14) into an equivalent 1-slack problem, and apply StructBoost framework to solve the optimization more efficiently.
Multi-class boosting
The MultiBoost algorithm in Shen and Hao [7] can be implemented by the StructBoost framework as follows. Let Y = {1, 2, . . . , k} and w = w 1 · · · w k . Here stacks two vectors. As in [7] , w y is the model parameter associated with the y-th class. The multi-class discriminant function in [7] writes F (x, y; w) = w y Φ(x). Now let us define the orthogonal label coding vector:
Here 1(y, z) is the indicator function defined as:
Then the following joint mapping function
recovers the StructBoost formulation (35) for multi-class boosting. The operator ⊗ calculates the tensor product. The multi-class learning can be formulated as min w≥0,ξ≥0
. . , m; and ∀y ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
A new weak classifier ϕ(·) is generated by solving the argmax problem defined in (11) , which can be written as: 
Hierarchical classification with taxonomies
In many applications such as object categorization and document classification [28] , classes of objects are organized in taxonomies or hierarchies. For example, the ImageNet dataset has organized all the classes according to the tree structures of WordNet [29] . This problem is a classification example that the output space has interdependent structures. An example tree structure (taxonomy) of image categories is shown in Figure 1 . Now we consider the taxonomy to be a tree, with a partial order ≺, which indicates if a class is a predecessor of another class. We override the indicator function, which indicates if z is a predecessor of y in a label tree:
The label coding vector has the same format as in the standard multi-class classification case:
Thus Γ(y) Γ(y ) counts the number of common predecessors, while in the case of standard multi-class classification, Γ(y) Γ(y ) = 0 for y = y . Figure 2 shows an example of the label coding vector for a given label hierarchy. In this case, for example, for class 3, Γ(3) = [0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1] . The joint mapping function is Ψ(x, y) = Φ(x) ⊗ Γ(y). The tree loss function ∆(y, y ) is the height of the first common ancestor of the arguments y, y in the tree. By re-defining Γ(y) and ∆(y, y ), classification with taxonomies can be immediately implemented using the standard multi-class classification shown in the last subsection.
Here we also consider an alternative approach. In [30] , the authors show that one can train a multi-class boosting classifier by projecting data to a label-dependent space and then learn a single model parameter w. The main advantage might be that the optimization of w is simplified. Similar to [30] we define label-augmented data as Compared with the first approach, now the model w ∈ R n , which is independent of the number of classes.
Optimization of the Pascal image overlap criterion
Object detection/localization has used the image area overlap as the loss function [1] - [3] , e.g, in the Pascal object detection challenge:
with y, y being the bounding box coordinates. y ∩ y and y ∪ y are the box intersection and union. Let x y denote an image patch defined by a bounding box y on the image x.
To apply StructBoost, we define Ψ(x, y) = Φ(x y ). Φ(·) is defined in (13) . Weak learners such as classifiers or regressors ϕ(·) are trained on the image features extracted from image patches. For example, we can extract histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) from the image patch x y and train a decision stump with the extracted HOG features by solving the argmax in (11) . Note that in this case, solving (12) , which is to find the most violated constraint in the training step as well as the inference for prediction (2) , is in general difficult. In [3] , a branch-and-bound search has been employed to find the global optimum. Following the simple sampling strategy in [1] , we simplify this problem by evaluating a certain number of sampled image patches to find the most violated constraint. It is also the case for prediction.
CRF parameter learning
CRF has found successful applications in many vision problems such as pixel labelling, stereo matching and image segmentation. Previous work often uses tedious crossvalidation to search CRF parameters which is only feasible for a small number of parameters. Recently SSVM has been introduced to learn these parameters [16] . We demonstrate here how to employ the proposed StructBoost for CRF parameter learning in the image segmentation task. Later we run some experiments on the Graz-02 image segmentation dataset.
To speed up computation, super-pixels rather than pixels have been widely adopted in image segmentation. We define x as an image and y as the segmentation labels of all super-pixels in the image. We consider the energy E of an image x and segmentation labels y over the nodes N and edges S, which takes the following form:
Recall that 1(·, ·) is the indicator function defined in (16) 
V is a set of pairwise potential functions:
. . ] . When we learn the CRF parameters, the learning algorithm sees only U and V. In other words U and V play the role as the input features. Details on how to construct U and V are described in the experiment part. w (1) and w (2) are the CRF potential weighting parameters that we aim to learn. Φ
(1) (·) and Φ (2) (·) are two sets of weak learners (e.g., decision stumps) for the unary part and pairwise part respectively:
2 (·), . . . ] . To predict the segmentation labels y of an unknown image x is to solve the energy minimization problem:
which can be solved efficiently by using graph cuts [16] , [31] . Consider a segmentation problem with two classes (background versus foreground). It is desirable to keep the submodular property of the energy function in (22) . Otherwise graph cuts cannot be directly applied to achieve globally optimal labelling. Let us examine the pairwise energy term:
and a super-pixel label y ∈ {0, 1}. It is well known that, if the following is satisfied for any pair (p, q) ∈ S, the energy function in (22) is submodular:
We want to keep the above property. First, for a weak learner ϕ (2) (·), we enforce it to output 0 when two labels are identical. This can always be achieved by multiplying (1 − 1(y p , y q )) to a conventional weak learner. Now we have θ (p,q) (0, 0) = θ (p,q) (1, 1) = 0.
Given that the nonnegative-ness of w is enforced in our model, now a sufficient condition is that the output of a weak learner ϕ (2) (·) is always nonnegative, which can always be achieved. We can always use a weak learner ϕ (2) (·) which takes a nonnegative output, e.g., a discrete decision stump or tree with outputs in {0, 1}.
By applying weak learners on U and V, our method introduces nonlinearity for the parameter learning, which differs most linear CRF learning methods such as [16] . Until recently, Berteli et al. presented an image segmentation approach that uses nonlinear kernels for the unary energy term in the CRF model [14] . In our model, nonlinearity is introduced by applying weak learners on the potential functions' outputs. This is the same as the fact that an SVM introduces nonlinearity via the so-called kernel trick and boosting learns a nonlinear model with nonlinear weak learners. Nowozin et al. [32] introduced decision tree fields (DTF) to overcome the problem of overly-simplified modeling of pairwise potentials in most CRF models. In DTF, local interactions between multiple variables are determined by means of decision trees. In our StructBoost, if we use decision trees as the weak learners on the pairwise potentials, then StructBoost and DTF share similar characteristics in that both use decision trees for the same purpose. However, the starting points of these two methods as well as the training procedures are entirely different.
To apply StructBoost, the CRF parameter learning problem in a large-margin framework can then be written as:
Here i indexes images. Intuitively, the optimization in (25) is to encourage the energy of the ground truth label E(x i , y i ) to be lower than any other incorrect labels E(x i , y) by at least a margin ∆(y i , y), ∀y. We simply define ∆(y i , y) using the Hamming loss, which is the sum of the differences between the ground truth label y i and the label y over all super-pixels in an image:
We show the problem (25) is a special case of the general formulation of StructBoost (35) by defining
Recall that stacks two vectors. With this definition, we have the relation:
w Ψ(x, y) = −E(x, y; w).
The minus sign here is to inverse the order of subtraction in (35b). At each column generation iteration (Algorithm 1), two new weak learners ϕ (1) (·) and ϕ (2) (·) are added to the unary weak learner set and the pairwise weak learner set, respectively by solving the argmax problem defined in (11) , which can be written as:
The maximization problem to find the most violated constraint in (12) is to solve the inference:
which is similar to the label prediction inference in (23) , and the only difference is that the labeling loss term: ∆(y i , y) is involved in (29) . Recall that we use the Hamming loss ∆(y i , y) as defined in (26), the term ∆(y i , y) can be absorbed into the unary term of the energy function defined in (22) (such as in [16] ). The inference in (29) can be written as:
The above minimization (30) can also be solved efficiently by using graph cuts.
EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate our method, we run various experiments on applications including AUC maximization (ordinal regression), multi-class image classification, hierarchical image classification, visual tracking and image segmentation. We mainly compare with the most relevant method: Structured SVM (SSVM) and some other conventional methods (e.g., SVM, AdaBoost). If not oterwise specified, the cutting-plane stopping criteria ( cp ) in our method is set to 0.01.
AUC optimization
In this experiment, we compare efficiency of the 1-slack (solving (38) ) and m-slack (solving (35) or its dual) formulations of our method StructBoost. The details for AUC optimization are described in Section 3.2. We run the experiments on a few UCI multi-class datasets. To create imbalanced data, we use one class of the multi-class UCI datasets as positive data and the rest as negative data. The boosting (column generation) iteration is set to 200; the cutting-plane stopping epsilon ( cp ) is set to 0.001. Decision stumps are used as weak learners (Φ in (14)). For each data set, we randomly sample 50% for training, 25% for validation and the rest for testing. The regularization parameter C is chosen from 6 candidates ranging from 10 to 10 3 . Experiments are repeated 5 times on each dataset and the mean and standard deviation are reported. Table 1 reports the results. We can see that the 1-slack formulation TABLE 1: AUC maximization. We compare the performance of m-slack and 1-slack formulations. "−" means that the method is not able to converge within a memory and time limit. We can see that 1-slack can achieve similar AUC results on training and testing data as m-slack while 1-slack is significantly faster than m-slack. Figure 3 by varying column generation iterations. Again, it shows that 1-slack achieves similar objective values as m-slack with less running time.
Note that RankBoost may also be applied to this problem [33] . RankBoost has been designed for solving ranking problems.
Multi-class classification
Multi-class classification is a special case of structured learning. Details are described in Section 3.3. We carry out experiments on some UCI multi-class datasets and MNIST. We compare with Structured SVM (SSVM), conventional multi-class boosting methods (namely AdaBoost.ECC and AdaBoost.MH), and the one-vs-all SVM method. For each dataset, we randomly select 50% data for training, 25% data for validation and the rest for testing. The maximum number of boosting iterations is set to 200; the regularization parameter C is chosen from 6 candidates whose values range from 10 to 1000. The experiments are repeated 5 times for each dataset.
To demonstrate the flexibility of our method, we use decision stumps and linear perceptron functions as weak learners (Φ(·) in (17)). The perceptron weak learner can be written as:
We use a smooth sigmoid function to replace the step function so that gradient descent optimization can be applied. We solve the argmax problem in (18) by using the QuasiNewton LBFGS [34] solver. We found that decision stumps often provide a good initialization for LBFGS learning of the perceptron. Compared with decision stumps, using the perceptron weak learner usually needs fewer boosting iterations to converge. Table 2 reports the error rates. Figure  4 shows test performance versus the number of boosting (column generation) iterations. The results demonstrate that our method outperforms SSVM, and achieves competitive performance compared with other conventional multi-class methods.
StructBoost performs better than SSVM on most datasets. This might be due to the introduction of non-linearity in StructBoost. Results also show that using the perceptron weak learner often achieves better performance than using decision stumps on those large datasets.
Hierarchical multi-class classification
The details of hierarchical multi-class are described in Section 3.4. We have constructed two hierarchical image datasets from the SUN dataset [27] which contains 6 classes and 15 classes of scenes. The hierarchical tree structures of these two datasets are shown in the Figure 1 . For each scene class, we use the first 200 images from the original SUN dataset. There are 1200 images in the first dataset and 3000 images in the second dataset. We have used the HOG features as described in [27] . For each dataset, 50% examples are randomly selected for training and the rest for testing. We run 5 times for each dataset. The regularization parameter is chosen from 6 candidates ranging from 1 to 10 3 . We use linear SVM as weak classifiers in our method. The Results of the tree loss and the 1/0 loss (classification error rate) on subsets of the SUN dataset. StructBoosttree uses the hierarchy class formulation with the tree loss, and StructBoost-flat uses the standard multi-class formulation. StructBoost-tree that minimizes the tree loss performs best. linear SVM weak classifier has the same form as (31) . At each boosting iteration, we solve the argmax problem by training a linear SVM model. The regularization parameter C in SVM is set to a large value (10 8 /#examples). To alleviate the overfitting problem of using linear SVM as weak learners, we set 10% of the smallest non-zero dual solutions µ (i,y) to zero.
We compare StructBoost using the hierarchical multiclass formulation (StructBoost-tree) and the standard multiclass formulation (StructBoost-flat). We run some other multi-class methods for further comparison: Ada.ECC, Ada.MH with decision stumps. We also run Ada.ECC using linear SVM as weak classifiers (labelled as Ada.ECC-SVM).
When using SVM as weak learners, the number of boosting iterations is set to 200, and for decision stump, it is set to 500. Table 3 shows the tree loss and the 1/0 loss (classification error rate). We observe that StructBoost-tree has the lowest tree loss among all compared methods, and it also improves its counterpart, StructBoost-flat, in terms of both classification error rates and the tree loss. Our StructBoost-tree makes use of the class hierarchy information and directly optimizes the tree loss. That might be the reason why StructBoost-tree achieves best performance.
Visual tracking
A visual tracking method, termed Struck [1] , was introduced based on SSVM. The core idea is to train a tracker by optimizing the Pascal image overlap score using SSVM. Here we apply StructBoost to visul tracking, following the similar setting as in Struck [1] . More details can be found in Section 3.5.
Our experiment follows the on-line tracking setting. Here we use the first 3 labeled frames for initialization and training of our StructBoost tracker. Then the tracker is updated by re-training the model during the course of tracking. Specifically, in the i-th frame (represented by x i ), we first perform a prediction step (solving (2)) to output the detection box (y i ), then collect training data for tracker update. For solving the prediction inference in (2), we simply sample about 2000 bounding boxes around the prediction box of the last frame (represented by y i−1 ), and search for the most confident bounding box over all sampled boxes as the prediction. After the prediction, we collect training data by sampling about 200 bounding boxes around the current prediction y i . We use the training data in recent 60 frames to re-train the tracker for every 2 frames. Solving (12) for finding the most violated constraint is similar to the prediction inference.
For StructBoost, decision stumps are used as the weak classifiers; the number of boosting iterations is set to 300; the regularization parameter C is selected from 10 0.5 to 10 2 . We use the down-scaled gray-scale raw pixels and HOG [35] as image features.
For comparison, we also run a simple binary AdaBoost tracker using the same setting as our StructBoost tracker. The number of weak classifiers for AdaBoost is set to 500. When training the AdaBoost tracker, we collect positive boxes that significantly overlap (overlap score above 0.8) with the prediction box of the current frame, and negative boxes with small overlap scores (lower or equal to 0.3).
We also compare with a few state-of-the-art tracking methods, including Struck [1] (with a buffer size of 50), multi-instance tracking (MIL) [36] , fragment tracking (Frag) [37] , online AdaBoost tracking (OAB) [38] , and visual tracking decomposition (VTD) [39] . Two different settings are used for OAB: one positive example per frame (OAB 1 ) and five positive examples per frame (OAB 5 ) for training. The test video sequences: "coke, tiger1, tiger2, david, girl and sylv" were used in [1] ; "shaking, singer" are from [39] and the rest are from [40] . Table 4 reports the Pascal overlap scores of compared methods. Our StructBoost tracker performs best on most sequences. Compared with the simple binary AdaBoost tracker, StructBoost that optimizes the pascal overlap criterion perform significantly better. Note that here Struck uses Haar features. When Struck uses a Gaussian kernel defined on raw pixels, the performance is slightly different [1] , and ours still outperforms Struck in most cases. This might be due to the fact that StructBoost selects relevant features (300 features selected here), while SSVM of Struck [1] uses all the image patch information which may contain noises.
The center location errors (in pixels) of compared methods are shown in Table 5 . We can see that optimizing the overlap score also helps to minimize the center location errors. Our method also achieves the best performance. Figure 5 plots the Pascal overlap scores and central location errors frame by frame on several video sequences. Some tracking examples are shown in Figure 6 .
CRF parameter learning for image segmentation
We evaluate our method on CRF parameter learning for image segmentation, following the work of [16] . The work of [16] applies SSVM to learn weighting parameters for different potentials (including multiple unary and pairwise potentials). The goal of applying StructBoost here is to learn a non-linear weighting for different potentials. Details are described in Section 3.6. [1] is structured SVM tracking with a buffer size of 50. Our StructBoost performs the best in most cases. Struck performs the second best, which confirms the usefulness of structured output learning. We extend the super-pixels based segmentation method [31] with CRF parameter learning. The Graz-02 dataset 1 is used here which contains 3 categories (bike, car and person). Following the setting as other methods [31] , the first 300 labeled images in each category are used in the experiment. Images with the odd indices are used 1 . http://www.emt.tugraz.at/ ∼ pinz/ for training and the rest for testing. We generate superpixels using the same setting as [31] . For each super-pixel, we generate 5 types of features: visual word histogram [31] , color histograms, GIST [41] , LBP 2 and HOG [35] . For constructing the visual word histogram, we follow [31] using a neighborhood size of 2; the code book size is set The number of boosting iterations for AdaBoost is set to 1000. Specifically, we define F (x p ) as the discriminant function of AdaBoost on the features of the p-th super-pixel. Then the unary potential function can be written as:
We also construct 2 pairwise potentials (
is constructed using color difference, and V 2 using shared boundary length [31] which is able to discourage small isolated segments. Recall that 1(·, ·) is an indicator function defined in (16) .
calculates the 2 norm of the color difference between two super-pixels in the LUV colorspace; (x p , x q ) is the shared boundary length between two super-pixels. Then V 1 , V 2 can be written as:
We apply StructBoost here to learn non-linear weights for combining these potentials. We use decision stumps as weak learners (Φ(·) in (22)) here. The number of boosting iterations for StructBoost is set to 50. For comparison, we run SSVM to learn CRF weighting parameters on exactly the same potentials as our method.
The regularization parameter C in SSVM and our StructBoost is chosen from 6 candidates with the value ranging from 0.1 to 10 3 . We also run two simple binary super-pixel classifiers (linear SVM and AdaBoost) trained on visual word histogram features of foreground and background super-pixels. The regularization parameter C in SVM is chosen from 10 2 to 10 7 . The number of boosting iterations for AdaBoost is set to 1000.
We use the intersection-union score, pixel accuracy (including the foreground and background) and precision = recall value (as in [31] ) for evaluation. Results are shown in Table 6 . Some segmentation examples are shown in Figure  7 . As shown in the results, both StructBoost and SSVM, which learn to combine different potential functions, are able to significantly outperform the simple binary models (AdaBoost and SVM). StructBoost outperforms SSVM since it learns a non-linear combination of potentials. Note that SSVM learns a linear weighting for different potentials. By employing nonlinear parameter learning, our method gains further performance improvement over SSVM.
CONCLUSION
we have presented a structured boosting method, which combines a set of weak structured learners for nonlinear structured output leaning, as an alternative to SSVM [4] and CRF [11] . To our knowledge, this is the first practical structured boosting learning model. Analogous to SSVM, where the discriminant function is learned over a joint feature space of inputs and outputs, the discriminant function of the proposed StructBoost is a linear combination of weak structured learners defined over a joint space of input-output pairs.
To efficiently solve the resulting optimization problems, we have introduced a cutting-plane method, which was originally proposed for fast training of linear SVM. Our extensive experiments demonstrate that indeed the proposed algorithm is computationally tractable. StructBoost is flexible in the sense that it can be used to optimize a wide variety of loss functions. We have exemplified the application of StructBoost by applying to multiclass classification, hierarchical multi-class classification by optimizing the tree loss, visual tracking that optimizes the Pascal overlap criterion, and learning CRF parameters for image segmentation. We show that StructBoost at least is comparable or sometimes exceeds conventional approaches for a wide range of applications. We also observe that StructBoost has improved performance over linear SSVM, demonstrating the usefulness of our nonlinear structured learning method. Future work will focus on more applications of this general StructBoost framework. 
The Lagrangian of the m-slack primal problem can be written as:
µ (i,y) · w δΨ i (y) − ∆(y i , y) + ξ i − ν w − β ξ,
where µ, ν, β are Lagrange multipliers: µ ≥ 0, ν ≥ 0, β ≥ 0. We denote by µ (i,y) the Lagrange dual multiplier associated with the margin constraints (35b) for label y and training pair (x i , y i ). At optimum, the first derivative of the Lagrangian w.r.t. the primal variables must vanish, 
The Lagrangian of the 1-slack primal problem can be written as: 
where λ, ν, β are Lagrange multipliers: λ ≥ 0, ν ≥ 0, β ≥ 0. We denote by λ (c,y) the Lagrange multiplier associated with the inequality constraints for c ∈ {0, 1} m and label y. At optimum, the first derivative of the Lagrangian w.r.t. the primal variables must be zeros, 
The dual problem of (38) can be written as: 
0 ≤ c,y λ (c,y) ≤ C.
Convergence analysis of StructBoost
The following result shows the convergence property of Algorithm 1.
Proposition 6.1. Algorithm 1 makes progress at each column generation iteration; i.e., the objective value decreases at each iteration.
